When your team needs training, look to the experts for guidance. Since 1908, UL has been partnering with the lightning protection industry to raise the knowledge and expertise of lightning professionals. Our engineers are experienced, qualified and ready to provide the knowledge you require. From understanding complex regulations and detailed standards to conducting specialized evaluations in hard-to-reach places, UL can help your team reach their educational goals.

For the across-the-board update:
Private workshops
Attendees of these sessions receive copies of both NFPA 780, Standard for the Installation of Lightning Protection Systems and UL 96A, The Standard for Installation Requirements for Lightning Protection Systems as well as a comprehensive explanation of their respective requirements. Our instructor can work with you to place additional emphasis on topics that arise more frequently in your workplace and minimize the discussion of other topics.

For the custom, curated experience:
Targeted training
This type of training session is completely flexible and adjustable to your needs. Our experts will come to your site to cover in-depth the content you want and leave out what you already know. Additionally, we can review your projects alongside your staff to discuss compliance and safety issues you may encounter along the way.

For the networking champion:
Public workshops
These sessions are held throughout the world on set dates. Participants can choose which location they wish to attend and spend the course hours sharing their unique experiences and networking with other local LPS professionals as they learn together.

For the dedicated overachiever:
UL lightning protection professional certifications
Professionals in the lightning protection industry can earn an individual certification with UL that highlights their expertise. Based on their level of experience and knowledge, individuals can achieve the UL Lightning Protection Journeyman Certification (LPJC) or UL Lightning Protection Master Certification (LPMC). Participants who meet the stated eligibility requirements are welcome to enroll in the online exam. Upon passing the exam, the individual’s name is listed publicly on UL’s website in the UL Lightning Protection Professional Certification Directory.

With UL, you get lightning protection system training that fits your every need

For more information on our training offerings or to receive a quote today, visit UL.com/lightning or contact us at lightningprotection@UL.com.